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SINA QuEYRAS / Very Fine is Very Cold, a Sequence 

in an Old Way 

1. 

Alice is a blue checkout, she swears like long grass. Thunder is green. Alice is 

a good job. She moves in white out, in a white hat, on her time clock. 

Thunder is a long grass. Don't be green. It is a fine day. It is always a fine day 

somewhere. 

No, no, it is not Alice in the sun, now it is not Alice and white. No Alice does 

not crock a chest, her right side clock is armed. 

No, she comes down the ramp. Now she comes down too-the greens are a 

worrying sky. Now she cards for long grass, her shoes like small dowels snap 

with a good flit. 

I said good shoes like small trowels dig her shoes in grass. Dig her shoes in 

grass as a shoebox or a black skirt will. She has a black hat of fur sun. She is 

very impressed to come. Piazzia is so fine she's very impressed with trees I 

hear and she takes her show. 

She is very compressed with trees. She hears. Jason Prost's heart-shaped box 

outside her chairs. She takes her shoulders, fires a wok. 

Just is a football entry special. It was hot banks skate class. These times. You 

just talk trees in a tiny cage of laps, a song, 

Or a lapse. 

2 . 

Out of the block it appears that the block is islands. A long line. I am girl talk. 

I go along Longswamp's on the sheet. 



Out of the white wall of windows she appears. Out of the white wall of 

windows with her hips. Auto is a white wall of windows to clean the tong 

under outfits she appears dry. The little boy in the winding path. Call Mount 

City to look on Voxy. No that is not Pablo looking up. No not out in the sun. 

No that is not Pablo. 

Barack is not an Alice in some half. Why why why I. All roads lead to a 

couple of seas as: Paul ECHORVE is a fine I. I didn't call a busy day. Sunday 

is a long cream. I unwind your best intention thumb. 

3. 

R is for romantic. R is for romantic. Are is for how I feel about you. Ours for 

how I feel about you. Ours is for the River arts for the River arts as for the 

river. Ours for the river arse. 

R is for ricochet. Are is for random. R is for Brandy who is Randy? Who is 

Randy. Who is random? Who is ridiculous? 

Above all are. Above all are blue. We all have our blue. We all have our blue 

period. 

4. 
Tatianna go! Patio Grill I love you. And is Danica a porch? Tell me how to 

Kabul Kabul Kabul. Last week park enough on time and I'll wall waking up 

in the late afternoon sun. 
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Is it all very well Lulu. Isn't very well boo-boo. Do I do you be you. Do I do 

you've you. Do I do in the green sun. Do I do under the red leaves. Do I do 

under the sticks. Angular sticks. Black sticks. Feathers with the eyes of 

towels. 

One to Johnny. You being you. You're being you. UB you. 

5. 
Didn't do very, be cozy. Didn't do the son, who frank Brown, be cozy. Didn't 

the socket ands in the door call. Stuck door and the glass in the house in the 

work didn't the red do they be cozy. 

Hello mom. I was accordingly all right song. I'm going to sunflower. Do the 

swat loans and it is I don't worry? I aren't the swallows are are as follows? 

Last night the phone. Last night call hair. It's nighttime here. Clarence 

Persephone, where is Virginia, latter is parents and they are the server, me. 

I am trying to be reasonable. Sever, Severe, I am about the future. I am 

trying to be helpful in the present moment. I am thinking of my lungs at 

church L's. 

I am thinking, I'm grandmother. I am thinking of grand mothers. I am 

thinking of mothers grand and large and Blas Nemi not all mothers warm as 

Stein. 

6. 

I guess I am relying on you yes, I am relying on a red check. Five I am not 

relying on Sears. 



Are there Dragons? I am relying on you. I am gliding on you. Dear dream, to 

hear in their text dear friends and dear daddy dear doorstep do you follow? 

I said dear friends and NRA and dad NGO. I said here. EE a DD why? Dear 

golden retriever. Dear blonde. You Craig. Do ice falling. Didn't a schnauzer. 

dear Brown today or didn't schnauzer insight command dude at all times and 

days? The sun is yesterday's ice the sun is frozen. 

Is playing against the earth like maple syrup breaking through into its 

temperature drops. It's me when it's over Ocean's rising out of concrete. 

7. 
Dear Dieter, 

Good morning I'm glad movement bills a carriage in Clarence. The bare tree 

or parents Tracy, 140 characters screen and gray faces a list as country into 

the phone done then then then then another Kaylea clutch purse scattered 

gummy bears, summer teaching, plastic under piles of snow. 

Call Katie Courie to step father. Is all this conception of the sentence? Talk to 

your dollar amount. I'll help out a rare. Time for answers in the sad, sad. Yes 

all noodles is she, and I call her trade, Stein, mother of sucks balls. 
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